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Abstract: Long-term adaptation solutions do not receive much attention in
the design phase of a wireless system. A new approach is proposed, where
the antenna takes an active role in characterising and learning the operation
environment. The proposed solution is based on a signal fishing mechanism.
Several software components, among which a genetic optimizer, implement the
processing stages of autonomous design of the antenna array during operation.
Keywords: smart antennas, signal fishing, long-term dynamic adaptation,
GA optimizer

1 Introduction

Wireless receivers incorporate more and more adaptive techniques in the attempt to com-
pensate the effects of the radio channel. Technical challenges for current wireless technologies
include limited bandwidth and transmit power, interference, signal fading and other propagation
impairments.

A multitude of adaptive techniques are nowadays implemented at different levels of a wireless
transmission chain, as depicted in figure 1. At the physical layer, data link and network layers
there are many adaptive techniques that deal with modulation and coding schemes, equalization,
filtering, ARQ mechanism, fragmentation, routing [9], [10]. These techniques have more or less
independent approaches, and their joint operation is not much studied. Adaptive solutions are
usually specific solutions, having a local effect. Most of the existing adaptive solutions are hard-
coded and therefore not able to evolve.

The main concerns regarding wireless receiver performance are link availability and link ca-
pacity. Tens of adaptive techniques are trying to dynamically adapt the transmission to the
changes in the wireless environment. These are short-term, instant adaptation methods/mech-
anisms. Long-term adaptation solutions are more complex and their design and operation are
time consuming.

The majority of the adaptation methods considering the spatial component of the propa-
gation channel use highly-parameterized, yet simplified channel models [3], [4]. Usually fixed
parameters, such as mean values of statistical channel parameters are involved [5]. Also, process-
ing methods that consider time and frequency variability of the channel exploit only partially
the spatial component information.

An approach for developing a long-term dynamic adaptation solution for wireless receiver
chains is proposed. Unlike current approaches the antenna takes an active role in characterising
and learning the operation environment, namely the wireless propagation channel.

The proposed solution is based on a spatial characterization of the fading allowing the de-
tection of signal maxima in the antenna environment. The antenna is described as an MxN
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rectangular array. Only two elements in the array are active at a given time. In order to search
for the best positions of the active elements a genetic optimizer is used.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discuses the interdisciplinary aspect of the
smart antenna field. In section 3 we describe several software components that implement the
processing stages of the autonomous design of the antenna array during operation. The proposed
solution is based on a signal fishing mechanism [6] and uses a genetic optimizer. Experimental
results are presented in section 4 together with our conclusions.

Figure 1: Adaptive techniques operating at different levels of the wireless Tx-Rx chain

2 Smart antenna interdisciplinary aspect

Classical smart antennas are based on antenna arrays of different configurations and con-
trolled by means of a specialized signal processor. Their beamforming and beamsteering mech-
anisms address capacity and reliability issues of wireless systems [14], [15]. The subject of
smart antennas, also known as adaptive antennas, becomes a widely interdisciplinary field as it
bridges several disciplines: electronics, electromagnetics, channel&propagation modelling, com-
munication techniques – signal processing, control&adaptive systems, random processes, and
evolutionary computing.

Antenna, communications, and control engineers tend to view adaptive antennas from quite
different perspectives. Some are inclined to focus on electromagnetic features (e.g. radiation
patterns and levels), others on communication-link parameters like SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio)
and BER (Bit Error Rate), and others on various control algorithms.

There are at least three issues that computational intelligence (especially evolutionary com-
puting) can help solve in smart antenna systems. The first direction is generating new, optimized
antenna geometries, capable of multi-mode operation. The other two are dynamic optimization
issues that concern signal detection and tracking and statistical signal processing.

We identify the antenna as a pivotal element in determining and assessing quality in wire-
less communication systems. Actually, the user-perceived network or equipment quality relies,
ultimately, on antenna performance. Moreover, until recently, the antenna influence on channel
measurements for channel modelling was considered a bias, now it can be used to a benefit by
integrating it into the channel analysis [3], [4].

The distance between transmitter and receiver, their speed, their transmit powers, obstacles,
all have an impact on the channel matrix [7], [2], [1]. These are difficult to control factors. Yet,
there is a system that has a great influence on the channel matrix, a system that is under the
control of the receiver: it is the receiver antenna array. The position of the antenna array in
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the field and the spacing between array elements are the main parameters that can influence the
channel matrix.

3 Proposed solution: Signal fishing based on GA element position
optimizer

Signal fishing (SF) is a new concept [6] that addresses fading mitigation in adaptive multiple-
antenna receivers. The SF mechanism is based on spatial fading characterization relaying on the
antenna array itself. The main idea is to detect and exploit channel signal maxima.

Fading is a random fluctuation of amplitude and phase of the propagated signal. Amplitude
fluctuation in a multipath environment is usually described by a Rayleigh distribution. A useful
fading characterization will turn the selective-fading channel problem into a flat-fading problem,
and will enable the receiver signal processing part to perform better [6].

Antenna selection techniques generally consider a fixed number of elements in the antenna
array allowing only regular configurations. Signal fishing allows a random activation of a variable
number of array elements which is equivalent to dynamically modifying the element spacing d
and the orientation angle Ω.

Figure 2 a) illustrates the description of the receive rectangular array which is part of a
transmit-receive system operating in a MIMO 2x2 configuration. Each element is a Sierpinski
gasket (Fig. 2b). Two elements are selected at a specific moment of time and six wave-fronts
are considered. The two array elements operate as receive antennas; the other elements are
used for channel estimation and spatial fading characterization and are uniformly spaced (d is
constant only for these Np-2 elements). Spatial fading characterization involves estimation or
measuring of the angle of arrival θi„ phase shift φi, and amplitude ai of the incoming signal which
is performed during the training sequence. When the training sequence elapses, the channel is
considered quasi-static for about 448 symbols. By changing the element displacement (element
perturbation) we can introduce a phase difference between arriving signals Rx1 and Rx2.

Figure 2: a) 32x32 rectangular antenna array ϕ = 900, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 900, dx = dy = λ
4 , M = N = 32.

b) Sierpinski gasket multi-band antenna

The signal equations for each of the two receive elements, Rx1 and Rx2, are:

Rx1 (a, b) =

np∑
i=1

ρ(θi,900)fiexp [j ((a− 1) (dxcos θi )) + j (b− 1) (dysin θi )] (1)

Rx2 (c, d) =

np∑
i=1

ρ(θi,900)fiexp [j ((c− 1) (dxcos θi )) + j (d− 1) (dysin θi )]
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where: ρ is the antenna element factor
fi = |fi| exp(jϕi) is the complex value associated to wavefront i.
a, b, c, and d are the coordinates of the activated receive elements Rx1 and Rx2
β is the phase constant
θi is the angle of arrival (AoA) of the ith front.

Figure 3 presents an illustration of the signal fishing concept – exploiting the spatial compo-
nent information of the channel in order to detect and use the signal maxima. Signal maxima
are estimated based on the optimum element spacing

dopt = λ

∑Np

i=1 |hi|
4K±1
4sinθi∑Np

i=1 |hi|
(2)

where K is a positive integer; the array grows wider with K.

Figure 3: Signal fishing with two antennas

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Signal fishing based on GA element position optimizer

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the signal fishing mechanism realization. The main com-
ponents are: an Np-element antenna array, two receiver chains, an array controller, a baseband
processing component and a genetic optimizer.

The array controller plays a key role in the antenna selection mechanism. The array controller
can be located between the antenna array and the receiver RF chain. Antenna selection control
is based on a switching algorithm that activates two elements at a time. The array controller
is the software component that translates the coordinates a, b, c, d into a binary signal suited
for on/off element switching. This is done via a microcontroller located on a Software Defined
Radio board. This algorithm can be implemented in the context of the SDAA (Software Defined
Autonomous Antenna), described by the authors in [11].
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Benefits of adaptive antenna spacing and angle diversity are discussed in [16]. Passive an-
tenna diversity alone is not enough to ensure significant capacity improvements in MIMO sys-
tems. However, spacing and angle reconfiguration of the antenna array is enough to significantly
increase the system data rate [8]. Classical digital beamforming and beamsteering algorithms
can achieve this but with limited degrees of freedom and introducing noise. Activating the
appropriate two array elements results in maximization of Rx1 and Rx2 signals.

Activating certain elements in the array is equivalent to complex coefficient multiplication
(complex weighting) in baseband processing [2]. This spatial method is meant to maximize the
SNR by spatial decorrelation of the incoming fronts.

From the adaptive mechanism point of view, the baseband processing component includes two
important software components: the PER (Packet Error Rate) calculation component and the
Rxx correlation matrix estimation component.

The PER component counts the dropped packets and statistically evaluates the packet error
rate after thousands of received data packets. This software component is available in most
wireless equipments and its value is readable using a software register of the SDR. The PER
value is used as a trigger for the genetic search of array element coordinates a,b,c and d.

The Rxx component provides the correlation matrix at the receiver; the matrix is not readily
available and is computed based on pilot signal information. The Rxx correlation matrix of the
receiver (MxM) offers the mean power delay profile and power angular profile. The H channel
matrix coefficients and angles of arrival (AoA) can be further extracted.

Rxx = E

{
_
x

_H
x

}
= ARSSA

H +Rnn (3)

where E is the expectation function and
_H
x is the Hermitian of the received signal matrix

−
x (Mx1 )

M is the number of elements that are used for power and angle profile estimation
A is the array of the steering vectors (MxD) (one vector for each angle of arrival, D propa-

gation paths are considered and D<M ).
RSS is the corellation matrix of the source (DxD) and
Rnn is the correlation matrix of the noise (MxM ).

Computation of the H matrix is implemented in many wireless standards, such as IEEE
802.11n, 802.16e. The H matrix represents the average energy of the channel between receive
antenna j and transmit antenna i. The angles of arrival are estimated based on the available
Rxx matrix, using the ESPRIT method [1]. The computation time is not critical in this case
because Rxx computation is also a statistical problem. Rxx computation is an ergodic process
that depends on the signal-to-noise ratio.

GA element-position optimizer. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) entered the electromagnetic do-
main in the 1990s, and have been successfully used in antenna design to evolve new antenna
geometries [12], [13]. Unlike most approaches, where GAs are involved, our proposal takes into
account solution search during device operation. The GA search is based on spatial fading
characterisation data.

The signal fishing (SF) adaptive mechanism needs to find the maximum of the mean received
signal power P = |h11|2 + |h22|2, after the MRC signal processing. Therefore the SF mechanism
problem reduces to the maximization of the objective function SF : (MxN)2− > R+, where:

SF (a, b, c, d) = |Rx1(a, b)|2 + |Rx2(c, d)|2 (4)

SF (a, b, c, d)→ max
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Solution encoding. Candidate solutions are encoded as x = (a,b,c,d), where a, b ,c ,d are
expressed as binary strings.
Fitness assignment. The fitness of solution x is:

eval(x) = 1/SF (a, b, c, d) (5)

Population model. A generational model where the offspring completely replace the parent
population at each generation is considered.
Stopping criterion. The search process stops when the maximum number of generations is
reached.
Search operators. Recombination is based on uniform crossover operator. A mask is randomly
generated for each pair. One bit mutation is considered.
Parameter setting. Population size – we consider the initial population of 100 chromosomes
randomly generated for the first generation. Number of generations – between 100 and 300
generations. Mutation rate – 0.01. The number of mutations is 19 for each generation and is
computed [13] with:

nrmut = mutrate ∗ nbits ∗ nvar ∗ (npop− 1) (6)

where: mutrate is the mutation rate (0,01),
nbits is the number of bits/chromosome (5),
nvar is the number of genes for each chromosome (4 - a,b,c,d) and
npop is the total population number (100 chromosomes).
nrmut is the number of mutations per generation.

The search process follows the flowchart described in figure 5.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: GA optimizer flowchart

4 Experimental results

Figure 6 a) illustrates the GA search process. The solution pair is circled in red - Rx1 and
Rx2. It indicates the best coordinates (a,b) for receiving element Rx1 and (c,d) for Rx2. The
corresponding array elements to be activated are shown in figure 6 b). The evolution of the
objective function for each generation is tracked in Figure 7 a), revealing many local maxima.
The global maximum is marked in figure 7 a).
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Figure 6: a) GA search process and solution, b) corresponding activated array elements

 
Figure 7: a) Objective function over generations, b) Signal-fishing mechanism gain
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From the antenna point of view the local maxima are also important because each can result
in a signal gain. So whenever a tradeoff between speed and gain is necessary these local maxima
can be used. The gain is calculated as the difference between the mean signal power for a fixed
two-element array and the mean signal power for the signal fishing mechanism.

5 Conclusions

A long-term adaptation solution for wireless receivers is proposed. It is based on a systemic
approach of the wireless receiver chain and gives the antenna array a central role in learning
the environment, namely the wireless propagation channel. An implementation of the proposed
signal-fishing concept using a GA optimizer for element positioning shows that the maximum
signal levels of the channel can be detected and used to increase the mean received signal power.
The channel fading effects are mitigated starting at the antenna level, an approach that does not
introduce additional noise like current baseband processing techniques.
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